We’re working towards a net-zero future and nuclear energy is an essential part. Nuclear technology will help us cut harmful carbon emissions and guarantee global energy security amid volatile global energy markets... and that’s worth celebrating!

Our friends around the world are gathering in Washington, DC for the 5th International Ministerial Conference on Nuclear Power in the 21st Century, October 26th–28th, 2022, to look at how development and decarbonization can be #PoweredByNuclear. Wednesday, October 26th, after the first round of panel sessions ends and the sun sets over the Lincoln Memorial, join us for a #PartyByNuclear!

Third Way invites you to an exclusive happy hour event just a short walk from the Walter E. Washington Convention Center. Come party with us at Baby Wale and enjoy an evening of music, hors d’oeuvres, and more with your fellow friends of nuclear power.

This is an exclusive event and space is limited. Guests are strongly encouraged to RSVP by October 21st.

RSVP FOR THIS EVENT